
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

It’s a clumsy word, the sort of jargon only a bureaucrat could 

think up, and one not easily found in dictionaries.  

Despite that, “swimmability” hit its straps in 2017, given currency by 

the new leader of the Labour Party – now Prime Minister - who had it 

as one of her three main election planks.  

If anyone’s to blame for the sudden respectability of this clunky new 

buzzword for clean rivers and beaches, it’s Jacinda Ardern. Whether 

her promises of safe bathing will come to pass in Taranaki’s rivers and 

surf breaks depends on many things that are probably beyond her 

control. Or anyone else’s for that matter. 

Most of the time, our waterways are clean and safe. But some of the 

time, they’re not. Whether 90 percent will become “swimmable” by 

2040, the government’s aim, will depend on public demand.  

SWIM-INABILITY 

  WORDS: Jim Tucker      PHOTOS: Rob Tucker 
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o the uninitiated, this image is possibly shocking and inconceivable, an unexpected 

portrait of the Tasman Sea off New Plymouth’s coast after a rainstorm gorged 

Taranaki’s hundreds of streams with euphemistically named “suspended solids” 

from the dairying farmland.  

It looks full of dirt and bugs, and probably is. But that doesn’t stop people getting out 

there to go surfing. They’re the initiated, to many of whom the concept of 

“swimmability” is just that, a vague political construct that has no place in the quest for a 

perfect wave. Swallowing gobs-full of water is an accepted side-effect, merely “routine” 

according to one researcher into surfing risks from antibiotic-resistant bugs.  

In today’s milieu of climate change and environmental concern, the last government - 

known for its light touch on pressuring the source of much water pollution, farmers – was 

forced to take the issue of water quality seriously, overseeing an interminable process of 

consultation, reform and review to produce earlier this year the latest National Policy 

Statements on freshwater and marine water management.  

In those, the ruling politicians allowed a comprehensive set of rules to emerge, aimed at 

80 percent “swimmability” by 2030, rising to 90 a decade later. But there was a rider – 

nothing could be done that might threaten the economic wellbeing of anyone, including 

the polluters. 

What will the new government do, and how will that affect Taranaki? Two of its 

constituent parts, Labour and the Greens, are aligned in wanting tougher action, while the 

third arm, NZ First, is less enamoured of any sudden moves, having put what seems a 

final kybosh on Labour’s politically ill-advised (in an election campaign, anyway) water 

tax that was intended to fund pollution remedies by hitting the main offenders.  

A strong hint on what might happen lies deep within the Labour Party’s pre-election 

manifesto. It pledges a return to a long-forgotten document drawn up in 2008-2009 by 

Environment Court principal judge David Sheppard. It outlined strong measures against 

water polluters, but vanished after Labour lost power in 2008, replaced eventually by a 

2014 policy statement that watered down clean water aims to everything being 

“wadeable” rather than “swimmable”.  

A Sheppard legacy from that time may be the very word “swimmability”, which appeared 

in his proposal and could have been the first official use of the word. Now he’s back, if 

only in spirit, as the new ruling power contemplates how it can address the need for a 

clean water strategy that might actually achieve the original lofty aims. Will it take on the 

farmers – source of much of the country’s income – or not? 

T 
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Caught in the middle of this debate between the public, politicians (national and local), 

polluters and scientists is the Taranaki Regional Council, main guardian of the region’s 

environment. It says the rivers and beaches are in great condition most of the time.  

Yes, there are occasional risks, it concedes, especially after heavy rainfall, but when the 

weather is fine and settled and there haven’t been any accidents, it’s almost always safe to 

go swimming, surfing or any other water-related activity in just about every water body. 

The exceptions are a few places known to be permanently contaminated by bird 

droppings – near the mouths of the Waiwhakaiho, Te Henui and Waimoku (Oakura 

Beach) streams. There might be others, untested by TRC. 

What’s the fuss about, then? It’s complicated. Aside from water users, especially surfers, 

who are concerned about some of the things they’re seeing out there (and we’ll come to 

them shortly), there is significant disagreement between the TRC and the government - 

especially the Ministry for the Environment (MfE) – about the swimmability of 

Taranaki’s waterways. And about how to go about making improvements to meet 

government targets. 

This MfE map says much about the debate. It shows MfE bathing gradings for 20 

Taranaki rivers, and is one of 15 regional swimming maps on the ministry’s website that 

show how well each regional council is doing with freshwater quality. None of the 

streams shown here is graded “excellent” or even “good” by the time it gets to the coast. 

Compared with streams monitored by the other 15 councils, that positions TRC in 13th 

place.  
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To be fair, Southland and West Coast 

between them have about 70 pristine 

Southern Alps/Fiordland freshwater 

bodies, although Southland also has a 

highly polluted zone near Invercargill 

after recent dairy conversions.  

Waikato gets ahead of Taranaki only 

through seven high-quality streams that 

flow into Lake Taupo. (In all other cases, 

for the purposes of comparing councils, 

only streams flowing to the sea were 

counted, at the point they reach the sea). 

TRC reckons the gradings are nonsense, 

basically, because the system the ministry 

insists on is heavily weighted against 

dairy regions.  

The gradings are based not only on actual water sampling but 

also on what kind of land use exists in catchments. If you’re 

dairy, or urban like Auckland, you have no hope of getting a 

realistic grading, says one of TRC’s head scientists, Gary 

Bedford, Director-Environment Quality. 

He says the TRC’s summer bathing standards testing – done once 

a week in various parts of 17 streams and lakes, as well as at 

selected beaches each summer from November to April – shows 

much better results.  

Its freshwater swimming programme has been running nearly a 

quarter century and indicates about 90 percent of sites are safe for 

at least 85 percent of the time (they deteriorate a lot in 

appearance and quality for up to three days after floods, so 

TRC’s bathing safety publicity: A full-page advertisement TRC ran 

in North Taranaki Midweek newspaper in October this year, explaining 

water quality. Below: One of TRC’s 2013 summer maps showing 

mostly green for go. It appears only in summer. 

Regional councils compared. Note Waikato’s ranking is helped by clean streams that flow into Lake Taupo. 
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no testing is done then). “According to (the MfE) process, you end up with the mountains being 

the only place in New Zealand where anyone could ever have a good swim,” he says.  

“For us, it’s always ‘what are the real numbers telling us?’ not this theoretical model 

developed by someone at a desk somewhere and saying all pastoral land must be polluted 

beyond redemption. Take Lake Ratapiko, in the middle of a dairying area – it’s rated 

‘dreadful’, but it’s hitting 100 percent on the compliance side. So, it’s just ridiculous.” 

Bedford has been battling the ministry over the different approaches for many years, 

making little headway. But he’s even more concerned about new requirements made legal 

in August by the latest version of the National Policy Statement – Freshwater 

Management. He says some of those are never going to work in Taranaki, with its 

numerous freshwater streams running quickly over stones to the sea and subject year-

round to frequent sudden rises in water level (freshes). 

“The previous government’s nation-wide target is for 80 percent of streams that are fourth 

order or above (the bigger ones) to be swimmable by 2030 and 90 percent by 2040. What 

MfE have done is use a very, very crude way of saying that if a stream is fourth order or 

higher it’s probably deep enough to go swimming in. The reality in Taranaki is ‘nah’, our 

streams are so shallow that a fourth or even a fifth order (like Waiwhakaiho River 

running through New Plymouth) might only get your kneecaps wet.  

“It might have a swimming hole, a point where just by scouring out or whatever there 

might be one point where it’s deep enough. But the suggestion that where a stream 

becomes a fourth order, where streams join together, from there onwards it’s swimmable 

in its entire length because of depth, is farcical in Taranaki.” 

He’s also concerned that testing for swimmability must now happen all year round and no 

matter what the conditions, normal flow or flood. TRC has actually been doing that since 

1995, but keeps that sampling programme separate from the summer swimming one, 

since freshes and flood conditions can produce E. coli counts of 50,000 to 60,000 (the 

action level is a mere 540).  

The new regulations allow a water body to have one such errant result every two years, 

but it can’t exceed 1200. Again, that’s unworkable, says Bedford, because freshes happen 

regularly, including during summer, and even the best riparian fencing and planting 

programme in the world won’t stop farm runoff getting through in heavy rainfall. 

There’s an irony there: for some years TRC has insisted dairy farms phase out the 

previously favoured effluent settling pond approach to deal with milking shed wastes and 

go for spraying yard wastes (dung and urine) back onto pastures. It’s an efficient way of 

fertilising farm paddocks. Some 700 farms have yet to switch (Taranaki has 1700 herds). 

But heavy rainfall can mean some of it ends up in the nearest water course, so farm runoff 

continues to be a major source of pollution in the 530-plus named streams that come off 

Mt Taranaki and Egmont National Park. That’s despite farmers so far spending $80 

million to meet the TRC’s riparian strategy, which has 85 percent of streams fenced off 

and more than two thirds of the 20-metre margins planted in trees and other vegetation. 

What, then, is the result by the time so many waterways get down to the surf breaks? And 

what happens along the way? 
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o Moore is talking about a foul smell and a slippery 

“feel” to the water, a film that coats her and her surf-

board sometimes when she’s out catching the break off 

Waitara East Beach.  

It’s hardly science she’s using to describe what happens occasionally 

when she and other members of the Waitara Bar Board Riders Club are 

waiting in the Tasman Sea off the mouth of the Waitara River. It’s anecdote.  

But so what? Whichever way you want to describe it, the experience isn’t pleasant, she 

says. She and dozens of others who ride the waves at this top Taranaki surfing location 

want something done about it.  

Trouble is, apart from some sewage glitches last year, nobody seems to know what’s 

causing the pollution episodes at Waitara, whether it’s continued farm runoff, or 

something else.  

Some of the worst incidents have been tracked back to sewerage system failures, which 

now appear to be fixed. Millions have been spent to pipe sewage from the town to New 

Plymouth’s sewage treatment plant, and to improve the sea outfall that now takes 

wastewater from the two big methanol plants at Motunui and Waitara Valley (there’s too 

much of that to go to New Plymouth). 

But sporadic problems of the kind Jo Moore describes, and others like mysterious isolated 

spikes in bacteria levels, have ensured Waitara’s water pollution story, a long history of 

appalling despoliation, neglect and piece-meal remedies, is in some kind of limbo.  

Jo (35), whose partner, Jamie Andrews, is president of 

 the board riders’ club, gets out surfing as often 

as having a young family (four 

children aged two to 10) allows. 

“As a family, we use the river 

quite a lot in the summertime. We 

get our kids out there, in the 

lagoon by the boating club  

J 
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sometimes. Paddle-boarding, and at the beach on both sides of the river. 

“I’ve lived here (on the west side of the river) 11 years now, and from talking to other 

people who have grown up here and the older generation, they think the river is a lot 

cleaner than it used to be. I can understand that and agree with it – that’s just life in 

progress.  

“But we still get animals coming down the river through the floods. In the last one we had 

five sheep on this side, and we had a cow right in front of the board riders’ club on the 

other (east) side. Obviously somewhere up there is not fenced off, otherwise these 

animals would not be getting down here.  

“I understand the council comes along, digs a hole, puts the animal in it with some lime 

on it, and according to the contractors, it will decompose quickly. But it’s in the sand. It’s 

where the kids play, little baby kids, who’ve always got sandy things in their mouth.  

“I do worry about the hygiene of the sand after what gets washed up after the sewage 

discharges and things like that, even though they’re telling us it’s treated beforehand.  

“They put up these signs, yet the signs are permanent features now. If you’re not familiar 

with the fact the signs are there all the time warning people not to take shellfish, you’re 

going: ‘Is it safe to swim here?’ While you see a sign there, you don’t know – but they’re  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Waitara residents protest outside New Plymouth District Council offices about the state 
of their river. Right: Jo Moore’s protest sign. 
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always there. The sign loses its power if it’s a regular feature. You just think they don’t 

really care if they’re just leaving it up.” She and others say the warning signs are often 

not placed in obvious places, or are put in carparks where they are obscured by vehicles. 

“Sometimes cuts and scratches will not be healing because they’re in the water so much, 

and you can get sick from the river out there (at sea). It might be just a sore throat, snotty 

noses, sometimes sore ears. The older members of the club tell us they get ‘pink eye’ 

from surfing, eye infections. Things like that. I can’t say that they have proof, but these 

are surfers who’ve surfed there their whole lives. 

“You can smell it. It’s an unpleasant odour. But you also get a feel of the water. We’ve 

got silt in the water, the Waitara River is never clear. It’s a silky sort of, greasy kind of 

feel. Salt is a harsh, drying out substance…but you can feel this on the boards, too. 

There’s something. 

“When the sewerage system doesn’t work, it all goes out the outfall. Even with it that far 

out, and the sewage being treated, you get conditions when the wind comes from the 

north and it just blows it all back. When you paddle up the river, even when you walk up 

the walkway, that place stinks. 

“It’s anecdotal. It is unclear. We don’t know for sure. This latest warning (October) about 

taking shellfish is concerning – what’s caused that? Is it runoff from the farms, because 

we’ve had so much rain. There’s also forestry, the Methanex plants, things like that. I’ve 

tried to find out why this latest toxin is there, but I can’t find any information about it.  

“I don’t want to call people – the companies or the councils – and say they’re not doing 

their jobs, because they’re obviously trying to do something about it. But I think maybe 

not enough at this stage. There’s room for improvement.  

“There are farmers, too, who are very good at complying. You can’t bash them all – some 

of them are great, and some aren’t. It seems an easy thing to discharge wastes out into the 

sea, when it’s so easily accessible. I grew up at Muriwai Beach, and there’s nothing like 

that there. 

 “I’ve seen the TRC cartoons they’ve got going on about water quality. One asks who in 

their right mind would go out in the water after we’ve had heavy rain. Well, if the surf’s 

good, surfers are going to be going out. If it’s on, it’s on, and everyone is out there. The 

sea is supposed to be a great healer for a lot of people.” 
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Nobody would agree with that more than Brenda Ardern. The New Plymouth 

hairdressing company proprietor is a paddle boarder, someone who stands up on a big 

board and, well, paddles. It means she’s got plenty of time to look around while she’s 

making her way up and down the coast from where she launches at New Plymouth’s East 

End.  

She doesn’t like some of the things she sees. “We haven’t had a lot of favourable 

conditions in the last year, so I just go out anyway. Last week I went out after all the rain 

and it was pretty noticeable – not swimmable water quality in my opinion, discoloured 

water. It looked a little bit silty and slimy. 

“Every other time I’m seeing something, particularly after the rain. You’ve got to ask 

yourself, is it just dirt or is it poo of the human kind? I could see it, and you think I 

shouldn’t be floundering around in this.”  

Something that particularly concerns her are long, narrow trails that meander across the 

sea’s surface on calm days, stretching from the horizon to the shore.  
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To her admittedly untrained eye, they look like they’re coming from ships anchored out 

there waiting to berth at Port Taranaki. She’s seen as many as four ships at a time. “I see a 

ship out there, and I wonder is that coming from that ship? The trails are an S-bend shape 

and come from the horizon in the direction of where the ship is anchored.  

“Regular surfers are closer to shore, but I go out more than 100 metres. I’ve seen that 

dozens of times. The trails are a couple of metres or three wide, and they go a long way. 

They look clear, sometimes, or brown.  

“It’s a calmer patch, and although they’re not an oil slick, they’re slick-like. I just ask – 

where else is it from? Because there’s no river right there where I am sometimes if I’m 

paddling from Te Henui down to Waiwhakaiho.”  

Port Taranaki says it has no responsibility for ships before they come in berth. But its 

owner, Taranaki Regional Council, does. We asked about it and got this reply from Fred 

McLay, the TRC’s Director-Resource Management: 

Ships that visit the port are required to have waste treatment systems in place under 
shipping codes. Small recreational craft (motor and yachts) do not have any 
wastewater systems and are covered by the Marine Pollution Regulations (section 
11) and there are restrictions in place about when discharges are allowed (eg: 
distance from shore (500 m) and water depth (eg:  5+ m water depth).   

Ardern says falling off and getting water in her mouth and up her nose (she wears surfing 

ear plugs) are things she and other surfers take for granted. “I’ve been out in the last three 

winters. I’ve treated myself to a winter wetsuit this year, so yeah, you just go out there 

anyway, no matter what colour the water is. 

“Over the last three years I’ve swallowed enough of that water in that patch. Sometimes I 

do think: ‘Jeez, if I fall off in that, I hope I don’t get sick’.” Does she? No, not with 

anything she can be sure has come from the sea.  

“I wonder though - if you go out on a semi-regular basis and you’re swallowing X-

amount of seawater every time, is the fact I don’t get sick just down to my immunity 

being higher than the next person? Oh well…hopefully I’ll be fine.” 
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Some surfers who’ve been around a while are starting to think more about that question – 

“will I be okay out there when the sea is the colour of tea?” One of them is Daisy Day 

(above), who runs the surfing school at Fitzroy Beach. 

“Once upon a time I didn’t worry about it much, but these days I’m much pickier about 

going out when the sea looks dirty and there’s logs floating about. The seawater colour 

has been very brown this year, and in fact the last two winters. But what’s quite good is it 

doesn’t stagnate like the rivers, and even with all the storms we’ve had, it’s cleared up 

pretty rapidly.” 

What she has noticed is a lot more rubbish in the sea, especially out at Waiwhakaiho, 

“Plastic - foam packing, plastic storage containers off boats, fishing buoys. We’re seeing 

construction rubbish, especially at Waiwhakaiho. And once, there was a lot of black 

rubber teat things used on calf feeders.” 

What about people getting sick? “I haven’t heard, apart perhaps from the Waitara River. 

Last year the Waitara Bar Board Riders canned one of their competitions because the 

water was so dirty.”  

Another long-time body-boarder and swimmer, who declined to be named, is also wary 

these days about going in when the water is brown. “If you think about it, it’s common 

sense. Some surfers are aware of the risk and they’re prepared to take it, but they do 

things like wear a hood, so it doesn’t go in their ears. People are aware that brown water 

is going to have stuff floating around in it. 

“Certainly, when you go to Waiwhakaiho down by the groyne there, they often have 

health warnings there about the quality of the water. But there’s no signs down at the 

beach – there’s one sign at the end of the carpark, and people park in front of it. And the 

signs are there so often you wonder ‘how dangerous is it?’ It’s like having a 30kph 

roadworks sign and you drive through sometimes and there’s no roadworks.” 

She estimates the number of surfers in Taranaki, especially at Fitzroy, has increased five-

fold over the last five years. “You used to go out mid-week and there would be a handful 

of you on any given day. But now if it’s a good day, no matter what day of the week, 

there will be 40 people out there.” 

One year, she, her son and six surfing acquaintances became seriously ill, taking several 

weeks to become well again, even after being prescribed antibiotics. Her son was so ill 

they took him to hospital where a blood test revealed streptococcus in his blood. When 

she succumbed to similar symptoms not long after, she was prescribed the same 

medication but no blood test was ever done. 

There is no way of determining whether their illness was caused by being in polluted 

water. But the experience was enough to put off both mother and son from ever going 

surfing in discoloured water again. 
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ust how safe, then, is the sea, and if there are risks, who’s taking the biggest ones? 

And what are the people responsible for our beaches and surf breaks doing about it? 

From the surfing community’s viewpoint, Allen Pidwell has as a good handle on this 

as anyone. 

He’s secretary and patron of the New Plymouth Surf Riders’ Club, environmental officer 

for Surfing Taranaki, and is on the committee of the Surfbreak Protection Society. As part 

of all three organisations, but particularly the last, he’s vitally interested in a first for New 

Zealand - the Taranaki Regional Council’s moves to protect surf breaks as part of its 

long-standing coastal plan. 

The coastal plan, first drawn up in 1994, aims to monitor and preserve 

Taranaki’s coastline environment, including “social and cultural values”, 

which presumably include surfing.  

Earlier this year, a TRC council survey seeking public input into surf break 

protection (another New Zealand first) drew 338 responses. Partly as a result 

of that and consultant advice, the council has decided 80 Taranaki breaks will 

get full protection and another 60 some recognition. 

You might ask: protection from what? The TRC lists dredging 

and mining; building things like jetties, pipelines, groynes, 

seawalls and breakwaters; disrupted access; wind farms; 

offshore structures like gas platforms and wave energy 

converters; and relevant to this story – wastewater discharges 

that affect water quality and safety. 

That last one concerns Pidwell somewhat, since it suggests a 

piped outfall of some kind. He’s more focused on small streams 

that often empty out at breaks along Surf Highway 45 and 

which seem in some cases to escape the attention of TRC’s 

monitoring.  

For example, there’s one (Matanehunehu) that originates in a 

few open depressions or drains on farmland to the mountain side 

of SH45 and runs down through farms to the shore of well-known surfing spot 

Graveyards (ranked third-equal in this Daily News poll on people’s favourite breaks). 

J 
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In a wider place just before it emerges onto the 

rocky shore at the end of Paora Rd, the small 

stream’s surface has a slightly foamy film.  

The rocks it then runs over at low tide are 

covered in slimy algae, in contrast with the rest 

of the shoreline where there is none. 

Similar problems have been known to arise at the 

western end of Paora Rd at a break known as 

Rocky Right, although the tiny stream there 

looked clear the day we visited in October. 

Farmers immediately upstream from these two 

small streams have fenced and planted the 

riparian flanks, but as you head up towards the 

mountain that’s not always the case. 

As the photo at the bottom of this page shows, 

one of the feeders into the Matanehunehu on the 

mountain side of SH45 is open to cows. 

Last summer, the pollution problem at 

Graveyards was so bad that a member of the 

surfing community rang a regional councillor to 

complain. He said there was nothing to be done 

because the stream was too small – less than a 

gumboot deep in dry summer conditions. 

It seems the councillor was misinformed. Gary 

Bedford says while the 2013 Sustainable 

Dairying: Water Accord that TRC signed up to 

(with the dairy industry, including Fonterra) 

excluded waterways less than a stride across, 
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since the 90s TRC has included all waterways in its scrutiny. All anyone who spots 

pollution has to do is phone the council hotline – 0800-736-222 - any time, 24/7, 

including public holidays. 

The government’s newly introduced freshwater management policy is less helpful, 

however. Its decree that all waterways of fourth order and above (the Waitara is sixth 

order and the Mokau is seventh) must be made swimmable ignores the fact the vast 

majority between Opunake and Mokau, for instance, are (smaller) orders one, two and 

three. Only 18 of that stretch of coast’s 120 classified streams are big enough to count. 

Bedford says that will make no difference to the TRC’s approach. It already monitors 

third order streams like Te Henui and Waimoku (Oakura Beach) and won’t drop them 

now just because the government’s new rules would allow it. 

 

s to the question of how much risk is attached 

to surfing and swimming along the Taranaki 

coast, there is no simple answer.  

Once a week throughout summer, TRC tests the water 

for bugs at most of the main beaches, and the results 

are almost always benign, unless there’s been an 

accident, an unintended event or heavy rain (when 

they wait a few days to test). 

Accidents include spills of various kinds, like when 

the sewerage system is overwhelmed by heavy rain, or 

when pipelines, pumping stations and other equipment 

malfunction. There are numerous media reports of 

such events over the past decade. 

A particularly serious one involved the oil industry. A 

mishap on a loading ship at the Tui oil field 50km off 

the Taranaki coast in 2007 saw about 30 tonnes of 

crude drift in and coat 14km of foreshore (upper 

right) near Okato (and Graveyards).  

The cleanup took weeks, and involved removing 80 

tonnes of oil tar balls and contaminated sand. Rocky 

areas were simply left to weather off. It cost the oil 

industry more than $2 million. 

The events category covers contamination like that 

caused in May 2016, when the new Waitara-to-New Plymouth sewerage pipeline sprang a 

leak where it crosses the Waiongana River (lower right).  

Paradoxically, TRC water sampling found a bigger bacteria problem from the 

Mangaoraka Stream, which joins the Waiongana close to the pipeline bridge. Further 

testing since then has failed to discover the cause.  

There can also be unintended consequences for the sea from public works involving 

sewerage systems, as happened between 2012 and 2014, when the New Plymouth 

wastewater treatment plant underwent a multi-million expansion project. It operated on 

reduced capacity sometimes during that period, meaning the discharge from its marine 

outfall - some 450 metres off the coast east of the Waiwhakaiho River mouth – was on at 

least one occasion not up to its usual high standard. 

TRC monitors the plant. Its report for the 2012-2014 period was less than complimentary: 

  

A 
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“There were 32 recorded incidents, two abatement notices and two infringement 
notices issued during the two-year period. These non-compliant events were a 
mixture of unauthorised incidents (generally sewage discharges to water), and 
noncompliance with consent conditions (mostly elevated suspended solids, 
biological oxygen demand, or low chlorine concentrations).  

“Elevated norovirus levels were detected in mussel flesh towards the end of the 
WWTP upgrade. There were no other significant detectable effects in the receiving 
environment resulting from wastewater discharges from the plant during the 2012-
2014 monitoring period.” 

TRC monitoring was done much more regularly than usual during the upgrade period, at 

five points along the adjacent coastline from Fitzroy Beach in the west to Bell Block in 

the east, where normal currents and weather usually head. While that showed nothing 

untoward with the bacteria markers (mainly enterococcus) used for sea sampling, to be 

safe NPDC erected signs at Fitzroy Beach (above) and at the Waiwhakaiho River mouth 

carpark.  

Asked to comment on what was happening during the treatment plant upgrade, David 

Langford (the council’s current infrastructure manager, but not in charge during the 

upgrade) says no completely untreated sewage was discharged to the sea at that time. 

“During the upgrade of the treatment basins, sewage was treated by screening and 

disinfection before being discharged via the New Plymouth outfall.” 

While each basin was upgraded, bypasses occurred between December 3, 2012, and May 

19, 2013 (basin one) and between July 22 and August 26, 2013 (basin two). “TRC 

undertook extensive monitoring of the seawater during this period and the results showed 

that there were no significant adverse effects on the sea water due to the bypass of the 

basins.” 

The most recently published TRC monitoring report, for 2015-2016, shows there were 

“extremely high” levels of a toxic pathogen called norovirus in effluent coming out of the 

treatment plant on July 31, 2013. One of the sampling counts (norovirus GII, genome 

copies per litre) hit 140,000, after being reduced - presumably by the partial treatment 

described – from a level of 1.2 million when it came in.  

Something called the “reduction factor” (the effects of treatment) was only four and nine 

that day, compared with factors in the thousands by the time the upgrade was finished. 
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Tests done on the discharge a couple of years later, on April 11, 2016, showed the 

norovirus GII count was a mere 770. 

Norovirus is hard to detect in seawater, but its presence can be monitored by testing 

mussels on reefs. Their filter-feeding accumulates pathogens. The next chart (from the 

2012-2014 report) shows the results of tests on Waiwhakaiho Reef mussels done on 

August 20, 2013 – about three weeks after the July 31 spike. 

Asked to comment on the TRC data, Langford notes: 

"This was not untreated sewage and it was not an unauthorised discharge. It was during 
the period of the upgrade to the aeration basins when the wastewater was partially 
treated (it was screened and disinfected). As the wastewater had not gone through the 
aeration basins the level of treatment was not as effective at virus reduction, but some 
reduction was still achieved (as shown in the monitoring). This was an expected result 
as it was modelled in the quantitative microbial risk assessment." 

TRC’s Bedford says it was likely the elevated norovirus concentration in mussels 

collected on August 2013 was a result of the reduced disinfection of wastewater during 

bypass of the second aeration basin. 

“Treatment by screening and disinfection continued throughout the upgrade works,” he 

says. “The norovirus results indicate that disinfection treatment of norovirus GI and GII 

was however reduced below optimum levels on July 31, 2013.”  

He says there were issues maintaining adequate disinfection of wastewater when the 

second basin bypassing began. Suspended solids and biochemical oxygen demand started 

to exceed consent limits between July 22 and 26. NPDC investigated and found the 

proportion of wastewater bypassing treatment was greater than intended.  “Flows were 
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adjusted and the effluent (and disinfection treatment) was brought back 

within allowable limits.” 

Being winter, it’s likely nobody was swimming; but surfers, kite-surfers, 

paddle-boarders and boaties would have been out there. Whether anyone 

suffered ill-effects is unknown. Aquatic users take in varying quantities of 

water by accident, but any connection to illness is uncertain territory.  

Public health statistics aren’t very useful in this context, since most people 

who catch an ailment that might or might not be related to sea immersion 

usually don’t feel it’s bad enough to notify a doctor or the health 

authorities.  

Taranaki Medical Officer of Health Dr Jonathan Jarman (right) has 

estimated there are more than 220 cases of gastro-intestinal illness for 

every one that’s notified to him. In the five years to the middle of this 

year, he was informed of 54 cases where exposure to freshwater or the sea 

might have been a factor. But only “might have been”. 

Nothing can be proved either way, because tummy bugs and other viruses 

and infections can also be caught through person-to-person contact, aerial 

transfer from coughs and sneezes, aircraft air conditioning, infected 

surfaces and via other vectors. 

He says those working in public health talk about the “3 C’s” when looking at possible cause 

and effect relationships – coincidence, correlation or causation. It was possible that illnesses in 

surfers could be related to surfing in polluted water, but it was also possibly a coincidence. 

“After all, conditions such as tummy bug illnesses, flu-like illnesses and skin infections also 

occur in people who do not surf.” 

He had a look at the campylobacteriosis notifications for 2013.  “The normal pattern we see is a 

winter low and then it picks up through spring and peaks in early summer. There was an 

unusual jump in cases in South Taranaki in August, but otherwise there was nothing that 

jumped out as being different. The total number of cases for the year was 236, which is about 

what we normally get.” 

Meantime, the question of whether aquatic sportspeople, particularly surfers, are 

susceptible to seawater-borne antibiotic-resistant pathogens has begun to interest 

scientists and medical researchers around the world.  

Surfers were little studied for water ingestion risks until research centres like one at 

Exeter University in the UK did the first of a series of ground-breaking studies in the 

English summer of 2012, publishing its findings in 2015. Similar work is being done in 

California, The Netherlands, South Africa and elsewhere, but so far not in New Zealand 

(that I could find).  

So far as my search could discern, nobody has definitely connected the sea and its 

pathogenic loads. Researchers can only speculate about the risks, although most agree it 

is high, and growing more so as bugs emerge with increased ability to overcome 

antibiotics. The research continues. 
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hings other than bacteria and viruses go into waterways. The land, long ago 

stripped of its natural vegetation, sheds massive amounts of dirt every time 

there’s heavy rain. There is also potential risk from hydrocarbons and 

chemicals, given the focus of energy industry activities here. 

In the latter respect, the Waitara marine outfall - which discharges about 1.5km out 

from the river mouth - is relevant to this story. The pipeline to New Plymouth began 

taking Waitara’s sewage for the first time in October 2014, and that left only one 

regular source of wastewater for the outfall - the Methanex plants.  

When the sewage switch to New Plymouth was made, Waitara’s community board, 

environmental activists and other Waitara locals objected to Methanex’s effluent still 

discharging at Waitara.  

So what’s in it? TRC’s annual consent monitoring reports will tell you (they’re on the 

TRC website), although at 200-plus pages they’re a big read.  

Methanex has permission to discharge a total of up to a tonne of “suspended solids” 

over the course of a year, and a maximum three tonnes in total over each year of 

what’s left of 15 different chemicals used to clean water drawn in from the Waitara 

River and to keep the Motunui and Waitara Valley plants free from contamination and 

invasive organisms. 

TRC requires Methanex to dilute anything toxic before it goes down the outfall pipe, 

which has a diffuser (110m long with 35 outlet ports) to spread the discharge over a 

mixing zone in the sea. The minimum dilution rate must be 100:1 at the landward end 

diffuser when the flow rate is at its permitted maximum of 223 litres per second.  

Self-monitoring applies, as it does with most TRC consents. Council inspectors visit the 

Methanex plants several times a year to do a tour with staff, check monitoring data collected 

by the company, and later cross-check samples in their own lab at Stratford. TRC results are 

compared with those from Methanex. 

Every five years, the company must commission a report on the integrity and performance of 

the outfall and its discharges. The last one in 2013 used a computer modelling package to 

calculate that an average dilution of 115:1 is achieved at mean sea level when the discharge 

flow is running at maximum, although it drops to 96:1 during a spring low tide. However, 

mean flows are only 53 litres per second, which gives a predicted dilution rate of 250:1. 

T 
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The outfall structure is checked and maintained by New Plymouth District Council and 

Methanex, and is still available to the council for emergencies if something goes wrong 

with the sewerage system. And it has, much to the consternation of townspeople in 2015 

and 2016. It now seems to be performing. 

TRC continued to monitor aquatic life on the reefs and foreshore for years after the 

Motunui plant first contributed its process water to the outfall more than 30 years ago. 

Nothing untoward was found, apart from town sewage contamination, particularly on 

Airedale Reef, which sits out from Waitara East Beach (where Jo Moore surfs). 

Bedford says TRC still monitors the foreshore’s ecology and for pathogens, and tests 

water around the outfall diffuser. Nothing has shown up. The Methanex flow is 

considerable, so big it couldn’t be added to the New Plymouth system unless the 

sewerage plant was enlarged 45 to 70 percent. 

Gary Bedford says performance certification of the dilution of the diffuser on the outfall 

at Waitara was required by the council under the conditions of the relevant consent, 

following the outfall’s re-construction. 

“It is not necessary to regularly re-check the dilution, as this will not change unless the 

outfall structure is substantially altered. Regular checks on its structural integrity are 

required and are performed. Given the lower flows through the outfall now that municipal 

sewage from Waitara is piped to New Plymouth, dilution would have increased since the 

certification survey.” 

Methanex NZ told Live the discharge water “is cleaner than what we take from the river - 

safe, clear and contains no biological or sewage content.”  

It says the discharge is water consisting of Waitara River water - purified through 

Methanex’s own water treatment plant so it can be used in operational processes - 

combined with rain water collected on the plant sites.   

“Small amounts of water treatment products are part of the discharge, which fall well 

below the limits set by the Taranaki Regional Council in our consents.” 

The effluent is monitored daily before and during discharge to ensure it complies with 

consent conditions. “The TRC carries out surveys of the marine area around the discharge 

point to determine potential or adverse effects. TRC reports state that there has been no 

The Waitara marine outfall before it was extended out another 300 metres to 1.5km. It now 
takes “process water” from the Methanex plants. 
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measurable impact on the local intertidal reef community in terms of species 

diversity over the last 20 years.” 

Meantime, Methanex had a chance to demonstrate the effectiveness of its self-

monitoring programmes in October 2013 when 10.5 cubic metres of sulphuric 

acid leaked out at the Waitara Valley site.  

The acid went through a hole in a concrete drain (right), then dissipated into 

the ground, according to reports, one of which has a flow-chart outlining the 

event in Chernobyl-like intricacy. Nothing got near the river.  

 

ew Plymouth has four main 

rivers running through it, three 

of them providing places to 

swim.  

But only one of those – the 

Waiwhakaiho at Audrey Gale Park in 

Merrilands – is monitored by TRC 

during summer.  

That doesn’t stop people using other 

favourite swimming holes like the one 

in Te Henui Stream below 

Pukewarangi Pā site (at right: 

upstream from New Plymouth Girls 

High School in Mangorei Rd). 

Bedford says the council simply can’t 

do every spot where anybody swims. 

“It comes down to money and value 

for the community in terms of the 

operation.  

When we talk about a recognised 

community swimming spot in 

Taranaki, we’re talking maybe five to 

10 people at a time and maybe 20 to 

30 in the course of a day.  

“It’s a matter of how much 

information do we need…what’s the 

community benefit? We actually do 

far more sampling on a proportional 

population basis than any other 

region.  

“And you could actually turn around 

and say: ‘Well, why do we bother 

with freshwater sites at all?’ given it’s 

mainly the coastal beaches that are used by Taranaki people. But, yeah, people do use our 

rivers, and why not? So we monitor at sites with highest use and which are 

representative.”  

Bird droppings are blamed for dirtying the mouths of two of the New Plymouth rivers, 

the Waiwhakaiho and Te Henui, as well as the Waimoku at Oakura Beach. DNA testing 

is not sophisticated enough to determine which kind of bird, but likely it’s ducks at the 

latter two streams and seagulls at Waiwhakaiho.  

N 
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They gather in their thousands when they’re not 

pilfering the nearby Colson Rd tip (a problem 

expected to go away when it closes soon).  

Birds are not such a factor upstream. At 

Pukewarangi on a hot day, the water looks as 

inviting and as clear as it did when I swam there 

as a kid in the 1950s.  

But these days, people are wary. A perspiring 

jogger lay on the bank of the swimming hole the 

day Rob and I trekked past. Was he going to cool 

off in the river? “No way,” was his reply. “I don’t 

know what’s in there.”  

Gary Bedford has a message for such cautious 

people: “My advice to that person is you’ve 

probably got rattled by all the naysayers and the 

doomsayers.  

“In real terms, if the river looks inviting and it’s 

the sort of day that makes you feel like going for 

a swim, it’s probably okay.” 


